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Formation of haze is a phenomenon dependent on the relative atmospheric humidity and concentration of
aerosol particles. The physical and chemical reactions on particle surfaces would lead to variations in particle
sizes. This paper focuses on the physical behaviour of aerosol particles under the influence of atmospheric
humidity, which produces liquid bridging forces and electrostatic interactions among particles. By water absorption experiment, a correlation between relative humidity (RH) and water content on particles was obtained.
Through theoretical derivation, a relationship between the relative humidity and humidity ratio was established
for calculating liquid bridging forces. The findings from experiments on atmospheric particles charging, showed
most aerosols were negatively or positively charged and the average charges on these particles was more than
one. An extended soft-sphere discrete element method (DEM) was used to simulate the evolution of aerosol
particles, encapsulated in water vapour by considering liquid bridging forces, electrostatic interactions and
Brownian forces. Results suggest that the agglomeration rate of particles would increase with a rise in the
atmospheric humidity due to the increased liquid bridging forces that enhance the agglomeration velocity. The
higher humidity would enhance the ionization on particle surfaces, which could affect electrostatic interactions.
This paper provides an insight of a mechanism for formation of haze in atmosphere.

1. Introduction
Heavy haze (with visibility less than 2 km and under RH < 80%) is
generally attributed to high concentrations of particulate matter (PM)
in atmosphere, such as fine (PM2.5, aerodynamic diameter ≤ 2.5 μm)
and ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter ≤ 100 nm) (Chan and Yao,
2008; Yu et al., 2018). According to the Chinese National Ambient Air
Quality Standard, GB 3095-2012 standard (http://www.mee.gov.cn/),
the daily mean ambient PM2.5 mass concentration should not exceed
75 μg m−3. Therefore, ambient concentration exceeding this air quality
criterion is recognized as a polluted condition. Many observations have
indicated that the occurrence of severe air pollution are characterized
by a rise of the number concentration of larger particles (accumulated
mode), which is closely related to the agglomeration of ultrafine

∗

particles in specific conditions (Cheng et al., 2015; Jayaratne et al.,
2011; Shen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014). Wang et al. (2014) measured the aerosol number concentration and particle size distribution
during different levels of haze in Shanghai in 2009. The results showed
that as haze events become more severe, the number concentration of
particles smaller than 50 nm was decreased, but there was an increase
in particles of 50–200 nm and 0.5–1 μm.
Atmospheric visibility is mainly related to the number concentration of particles falling within the visible wavelength range of 0.1–1 μm;
as well as the scattering and extinction of accumulation mode of particles (Huang and Yang, 2013). So, haze formation could be resulted
mainly from an increase in the number concentration of larger-size
particles (> 0.1 μm). Therefore, the meteorological conditions and the
corresponding physical-chemical processes affecting the increase in
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mass concentration and mean diameter of particles should be further
studied.
The increase in the mean diameter (MD) of aerosol particles is
mainly dominated by physical agglomeration and chemical growth.
Zhang (2017) used a population balance equation to describe the size
spectrum of fine particulate matter, and the respective contribution of
the physical agglomeration rate and the chemical growth rate. A great
difference in contribution of physical and chemical effects can be found
in different cities leading to different level of haze. In our previous
research, six haze episodes resulting from accumulative-rise of PMs in
Xi'an were examined. The chemical and physical effects on the MD have
an average value of 9.14% and 90.86%, respectively (Zhang, 2017). In
six accumulative-rise haze episodes in Beijing, the chemical and physical effects on the MD have an average value of 19.62% and 80.38%,
respectively (Zhang, 2017). Therefore, the physical agglomeration rate
has an important effect on the increase in the mean diameter (MD) of
aerosol particles during the accumulative-rise process, and the primary
emission of particles would have an important role in the rise of aerosol
mass concentrations. This paper focuses on the physical effect on
aerosol particles.
Humidity is an important factor that can affect the physical-chemical behaviour of aerosol particles, thus triggering haze formation and
degrading atmospheric visibility (Malm and Day, 2001; Xiao et al.,
2011). During the humidification of atmospheric aerosol, an increase in
the size of majority of ultrafine particles to a mid-visible light scattering
range occurs; thus increasing the scattering coefficient and reduce
visibility in the atmosphere (Lee and Tsai, 1998; Tang, 1997). Ding and
Liu (2014) analyzed the long-term variations of haze in China over the
past 50 years, and estimated that the mean relative humidity during
hazy days is approximately 69%. Tie et al. (2017) also reported that a
higher RH, along with a shallow planetary boundary layer, could induce a trapping and a massive increase in PM in the near-surface air. In
addition, during an extreme winter pollution event in Beijing, Li et al.
(2014) observed an increase in aerosol volume concentration and a
decrease in particle number after partial dissipation of fog. Also, a
significant increase in water content in the aerosols can occur in a short
time.
Previous studies in describing the impact of humidity on haze formation, mainly focused on various water soluble components in airborne particles and their hygroscopic effects (Covert et al., 1972; Tie
et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2013). However, there have not been much
research on the physical behaviours between particles, which would
actually lead to particle evolution. Water molecules adsorbed on surfaces of particles in the atmosphere can play a very complicated role in
the process of particle evolution. If a thin water film is present on the
surface of suspended aerosol particles, a “liquid bridge” could be
formed at the contact interface once particles collide (Li et al., 2011). In
addition, the transfer rate of free ions in the surface absorption layer
would be affected by the atmospheric relative humidity, and the dissolved ions would be redistributed by the “liquid bridge”, producing
charged particles after separation (Gu et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the condensation or evaporation of water on particle
surface are associated with the variation of RH. These processes would
lead to the formation of a temperature gradient inside particles, and
then a migration of H+/OH− ions. The difference in mobility of H+/
OH− ions would results in a net negative/positive charges on particle
surfaces (Latham and Mason, 1961). Okuda et al. (2015) measured the
electrostatic charging state of individual ambient aerosol particles by
using a Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and found that the
particles were negatively or positively charged. Besides, Jayaratne et al.
(2016) measured the number concentration of charged particles
(2.8–40 nm) by using a neutral cluster and air ion spectrometer (NAIS)
and the results showed that the concentration of charged particles
varied during particle formation events. In fact, charges on the surfaces
of particles would introduce an electrostatic force between particles,
promoting the agglomeration of ultrafine particles, enhancing the

formation of secondary chemical reactions, and then further accelerating the growth rate of particle sizes (Petersen and Saykally, 2005;
Wei and Gu, 2015). In this paper, humidity and electrical charges on
particles are examined as important factors that could cause changes in
the physical characteristics of aerosols, including liquid bridging and
electrostatic forces.
A particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC was used to simulate the
diversity in per-particle composition and the variation of the aerosol
mixing state (Laura et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2012). A
Monte Carlo approach was used in the PartMC model to simulate the
stochastic coagulation of particles (Ma et al., 2012). In fact, the Monte
Carlo approach does not really track every particle, but determines
whether there is collision between particles by using a probabilistic
sampling method, so that the system's macroscopic behaviours cannot
be fully predictable (He et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2015). A discrete
element method (DEM) was used for the numerical simulation in this
work, in which the motion, collision and adhesion of individual particles are resolved in time and space. Although for macroscopic granular
particles, the dynamics are governed mostly by gravity and collisional
and frictional forces, for adhesive microparticles the dominant interactions are electrostatic (Coulomb) and van der Waals forces (Aranson
and Tsimring, 2006). Recently, a rapid progress on understanding the
physics related to the intermolecular and surface forces at the microscale (Marshall and Li, 2014) has emerged, which lead to the development of a rational adhesive contact model for our simulation of the
behaviour of atmosphere particles.
This research does not consider the various water-soluble components in airborne particles and their hygroscopic effect. The objectives
of the study are: (i) to establish a correlation between relative humidity
and water content on particles; (ii) to determine the electric charges on
aerosol particles; (iii) to simulate the dynamic evolution of aerosol
particles, to identify the physical effect of humidity and particle charging state on formation of haze.
2. Physical mechanisms
2.1. Liquid bridge force
In a humid environment, most aerosol particles are surrounded by a
film of aqueous liquid (Marshall and Li, 2014). When two particles
collide, their aqueous films coalesce to form a “liquid bridge”, producing a capillary force Fcap that pulls the particles towards each other,
leading to an agglomeration of particles. In addition, the aqueous films
would confer an enhanced viscous force Fvisc between the particles due
to the higher viscosity of the aqueous filling of the contact region
compared to the surrounding gas. The total liquid bridge force (Fliq) is
given by Equation (1).

Fliq = Fcap + Fvisc

(1)

The capillary force (Fcap) is given by Equation (2) derived by Maugis
(1987),

Fcap = 4 R Gf cos

(2)

where R is the effective particle radius; σ is the liquid surface tension; θ
is the static contact angle, and Gf is a coefficient defined by Equation
(3).

Gf = 1

[1 + VL/ Rh2]1/2

(3)

Where, h is the minimum distance between the particles and VL is the
liquid bridge volume. The humidity ratio is expressed as αhumid = VL/
R3.
The definition of the viscous force (Fvisc) was given by Matthewson
(1988) as describe in Equation (4). This was validated by experimental
data for viscous force conducted by Pitois et al. (2000):
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Fvisc = 6 µl R2Gf2

1 dh
h dt

charges, according to Equation (7):

(4)

te

qci =

where μl is the liquid viscosity.
The critical separation distance hrupt of particles at which the bridge
ruptures, was proposed by Potois et al. (2001) as described in Equation
(5), in their experimental study.

hrupt = 1 +

2

(1 + Ca1/2)(VL/4R2)

ts

(5)

2.2. Electrostatic force
Identifying the charges on particles is essential for accurately predicting the electrical force on particles. A solid particle would acquire
an electric charge in an aerosol system by field charging, diffusion
charging or contact charging (Marshall and Li, 2014). Our study focuses
on the contact charging induced by relative humidity.
Triboelectric charging is a type of electric charge that can be generated by contact between materials through friction. The electric field
induced by triboelectric charging can change the trajectories of particles. Moreover, these charges can influence electric field strength (Gu
et al., 2013). The particle charge density is related to relative humidity
(Chen et al., 2003), and many chemical reactions involved in the ion
migration are accelerated by water. The contact charging mechanism as
proposed by Gu et al. (2013) was used in our study to explain the
charge generation and transmission phenomenon in an aerosol particle
system.
According to the contact charging mechanism, the higher mobility
of H+ relative to that of OH− causes high temperature particles to
become negatively charged and low temperature particles to become
positively charged. The ion/electron flux J, between the contacting
particle i and the particle j, is related to the temperature difference, as
given by Equation (6).
2 3(

Ti

Tj )

Jdt
ts

(7)

where ts and te are the start and end time of the particle-particle collision.
The charges carried on particles i and j are the combined effect of
field charging, diffusion charging and contact charging. The electrical
force can be calculated by the Coulomb's law, i.e., FE = -keqiqj/rij2,
where ke is Coulombs' constant (ke = 8.9875 × 109 N m2 C−2), qi and qj
are charges on particles i and j, and rij is the distance between particles.
The humidity, correlated with the electrical conductivity and the
charge density, would alter the electrical forces between particles, and
accelerate the agglomeration of aerosol particles.

where Ca = μl |vij·n|/σ is the capillary number, written in terms of the
normal component of the relative velocity of particle i and particle j.

J=

te

Jdt , qcj =

3. Experimental measurements
3.1. Water content on particles
The thickness of the water layer on particle surface increases with
humidity (Pence et al., 1994), and the humidity ratio αhumid is closely
related to the RH in the atmosphere. Therefore, the humidity ratio can
be adjusted to verify the effect of atmospheric humidity on particle
evolution. From Equation (8), the humidity ratio is proportional to the
capacity of particles to absorb water as follows:

C w = m w / mp =

w
4
p 3

(Vw/ r 3)

(8)

where mw, mp are the mass of water and particles, respectively; ρw and
ρp are the density of water and particles, respectively; r is the particle
radius; and Vw is the water volume.
To test the capacity of particles to absorb water in different atmospheric humidity, a sample of fine sand taken from Kumtag desert was
placed in the oven at 105 °C for 6 h to completely dry the absorbed
water. Then, the sand particles were divided into ten samples, each
containing 100 g of fine sand, and these samples were placed in a
temperature and humidity control box. The temperature inside the box
was controlled at 30 °C. A humidifier was used to control the humidity
inside the box. The weight changes of the sand were recorded at a
regular interval. The weight change of sand was assumed to be due to
the adsorption of water in the environment. Taking the average weight
change of ten samples, a curve showing the capacity of sand particles to
absorb water at different humidity levels was established, which is
shown in Fig. 1. The water absorption capacity was shown to increase
with the RH of the environment. Therefore, the water content and

(6)

where, ΔTi and ΔTj are the instantaneous temperature difference between particle i or particle j and the gas, respectively; α2 is the electrical
conductivity of particles with the absorbed water influenced by the
relative humidity and the ambient temperature; α3 is the coefficient
describing the electrical charge flux related to the amount of ions/
electrons on the particle surface and the mobility velocity of H+ and
OH−.
After the collision, particle i and particle j would acquire opposite

Fig. 1. The relationship of the relative humidity to water absorbing capacity of sand particles and humidity ratio of the liquid bridging forces.
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Fig. 2. The schematic of the experimental setup, to examine the charge characteristics of aerosol particles that were passed through the parallel plate electrode.

thickness of the absorbed water on the particle surfaces increased with
the RH. Then, through Equation (8), the relationship between the humidity ratio and the atmospheric relative humidity is described.
There have been many studies reporting liquid water content of
submicron aerosols measured using the humidified tandem differential
mobility analyzer (HTDMA), the differential aerosol sizing and hygroscopicity spectrometer probe (DASH-SP) and the tandem humidifiednephelometers (Shingler et al., 2016; Titos et al., 2016). The comparison of reported measurement results given by these instruments with
our experimental results would be an item for our future work. Considering the sand particle is relatively simple in chemical composition,
the study of the relationship between humidity ratio and atmospheric
relative humidity would be useful in elucidating the charging behaviour
in particles. The humidity ratio is related to the liquid bridge force, and
would be useful for numerical computation for modelling.

to 16 channels). The average particle charge was obtained by summing
up the charge quantity of particles of different particle sizes which was
then divided by the total number of particles measured by another OPS
(OPS4).
The experiment was carried out on the roof of the west 4th building
at the Qujiang Campus of Xi'an Jiaotong University, at approximately
20 m above the ground level. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively, show
the time series of RH and PM2.5 mass concentration during 27–28 December 2017. An obvious rise in the mass concentration of PM2.5 was
shown with an increase rise in RH. When the humidity reached a high
level, over 55%, the mass concentration of PM2.5 stopped rising and
started a slight decline. Fig. 3(c) shows the ratio of charged particles in
all particles (0.3–2.5 μm), indicating that most of atmospheric particles
were negative or positive charged, which would affect the physical
behaviour of airborne particles. Comparing Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 3(c), a
growing number of aerosol particles were with charges at the early
stage of this abrupt-rise haze episode, and there was a decline during
the development of severe haze. The wind was weak between
23:00–3:00 (< 1.5 m s−1), and this decline could be due to the agglomeration of lots of ultrafine particles under the influence of electrostatic interactions, so that many charges were neutralized leading to
a decline in the proportion of charged particles.

3.2. Electric charges on atmospheric particles
The charge characteristics of atmospheric particles using particle
separator setup with parallel plate electrode is shown in Fig. 2. The
plate electrodes were 10 cm width, 20 cm length, and their distance was
5.0 mm, which are the same size as that was used by Okuda et al.
(2015). The same inlet airflows were used, to enable a laminar flow to
be formed inside the parallel plate electrode, so that the aerosol particles would flow out at the middle outlet. The clean air was obtained
by filtering an airflow from the ambient environment and drawn into
the parallel plate via the clean air inlets. The middle inlet was the
aerosol inlet, where the airflow with particles were directly drawn from
the ambient environment.
In this study, a direct current voltage of 800 V was used, based on
the calculation of fluid dynamics and deflection properties of particles
inside the parallel plate electrode (Okuda et al., 2015). Three optical
particle sizers (OPS, model 3330) having the same airflow rate of
0.06 m3 h−1 were used to sample aerosols at the outlets. Meanwhile,
another OPS was directly applied to measure the number concentration
of atmospheric particles. OPS1 was used as a benchmark to allow adjustment of the instrumental error of all OPSs, ranging from −7.4% to
+14.3%. A TSI DustTrak (desktop aerosol monitor, model 8533) was
used to monitor PM2.5 concentration in the particle size range from 0.1
to 2.5 μm.
When without power, all particles carried by the middle airflow
could flow out from the middle outlet and captured by OPS2. When the
electrode plate was powered, the charged aerosol particles would
change their tracks and flow out from other outlets. Considering the
differences in mass and charges on different sized particles, the particle
flow at the inlet of the middle layer were divided into 5 layers above
and below, and the deflected distance of particles of different particle
sizes in different charge states was calculated. Then, the charge distribution of particles at different size segment was obtained, based on
the particle number concentration distribution measured by 3 OPSs (up

4. Numerical simulations
4.1. Model description
The study used an extended soft-sphere discrete element method
(DEM) to simulate the evolution of wet particles, the variation of particle size distribution and particle number concentration. In this extended model, adhesive and Brownian forces were considered to examine the agglomeration of fine-particle in static atmosphere. The
atmospheric background was set as a three-dimensional structure and
the boundaries were cyclic.
In the DEM, the fine-particle velocity v and rotation rate Ω were
obtained from the solution to the linear and angular momentum
equations of the particle, given by Equation (9).

m

dv
d
= FA + FG + FF + FE + FB , I
= MA + MF
dt
dt

(9)

Where, v is the particle velocity, m is the particle mass, d is the particle
diameter, I = (1/10)md2 is the particle moment of inertia, and d/dt is
the derivative of the moving particle. The terms on the right of the
linear equation are the forces acting on the particle. The elastic collision
force, van der Waals attraction force and liquid bridging force, are altogether denoted as FA. The other forces are gravity (FG), fluid force
(FF), electrical force (FE) and Brownian force (FB). In the angular momentum equation, MA denotes the sum of the collision torque, van der
Waals adhesion torque and liquid bridging torque on particles. MF is the
fluid force torque.
The forces and torques acting on particles were decomposed into
144
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Fig. 3. Time series of (a) relative humidity, (b) PM2.5 mass concentration, (c) rate of particle charging of all aerosol particles measured in Xi'an.

four parts: (i) acting along the line normal to the particle centres, (ii)
resistance to sliding, (iii) twisting, and (iv) rolling of one particle over
another.
Two spherical particles of radii ri and rj, of velocities vi and vj, with
angular rotation ratios Ωi and Ωj, are in contact, and the collision force
and torque with adhesion on particle i can be described by Equation
(10), as

FA = Fn n + Fs tS , MA = ri Fs (n × tS) + Mr (tR × n) + Mt n

Herein, the adhesive forces include the van der Waals attraction
force FvdW and the liquid bridging force F1iq, as defined by Equation
(13).

Fadh = FvdW + Fliq

The sliding force, twisting force, rolling resistance and the corresponding torques, were considered and described by Marshall (2009).
The mathematical equations of the electrical (FE), gravity (FG), fluid (FF)
and Brownian forces (FE) are given in Table 1; and these are the typical
forces acting on particles. The particle diameter Dp is twice the effective
particle radius (ie. 2R).

(10)

Fn is the normal force, Fs is the tangential force and tS is the direction
of relative motion of particle surfaces at the contact point projected into
the contact plane (the plane orthogonal to n); tR is the direction of the
rolling velocity; Mr is the rolling torque and Mt is the twisting torque.
The material properties of particles are described by their elastic
moduli, Poisson ratios and shear moduli: Ei, vi, Gi = Ei/2(1 + vi) and Ej,
vj, Gj = Ej/2(1 + vj), respectively. An effective particle radius R and
effective elastic and shear moduli E and G are defined by Equation (11).

1 v j2 1
2 vj
1 vi2
1
1
1 1
2 vi
= + ,
=
+
,
=
+
R
ri
rj E
Ei
Ej
G
Gi
Gj

4.2. Computational conditions
In the computational simulations, periodic boundary conditions
were applied to the computational domain with 1 mm (L) × 1 mm
(W) × 1 mm (H), which could both accurately model the atmosphere
and accelerate the calculation. Atmospheric aerosol particles cover a
wide size range, but only two particle sizes are considered here.
Different sized particles, in the same temperature-humidity varying
environment, could carry different charges according to the thermoelectric theory. To study various kinds of interactions between particles
and simplify the computation model, we consider two kinds of sizes.
Besides, atmospheric adhesive particles would introduce challenges in
the modelling of particles interaction forces, and they could also introduce an additional short time scale, typically much smaller than the
particle advection time scale, which would serve to enhance the

(11)

The normal force (Fn) is composed of three parts as shown by
Equation (12), the elastic deformation of particles (Fne), energy losses
during the normal particle impact (Fnd) and adhesion interactions
(Fadh).

Fn = Fne + Fnd + Fadh =

kn

3
2
n

n (vij

n) + Fadh

(13)

(12)
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4.3. Results and discussion

Table 1
Typical forces.
Forces
Gravity
Fluid force
vdW force (noncontact)
vdW force
(contact)
Coulombic force
Liquid bridging
force
Brownian force

The charge on aerosol particles could be evaluated from the experiment on atmospheric particles charging. Fig. 4 shows the average
amount of charges on aerosol particles, giving the absolute values of the
negative charges on particles. This result indicates that the number of
elementary charges of atmospheric particles was more than one. Besides, considering that the charges on particles vary in proportion with
the surface area; the particles in larger sizes would be more likely to
carry positive charges (Marshall and Li, 2014). The elementary charges
of particles of 200 nm and 100 nm sizes were assumed as +4e and
−1e, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of particles in this simulated 3D domain
at different times when RH was 60%. Fig. 6 shows the particle number
size distribution at 4 moments, t = 1s, t = 5s, t = 10s, t = 15s, respectively. As time moves on, large amounts of ultrafine particles unceasingly collided and agglomerated, and the size distribution spectra
moved to the right. The number of particles NP included new agglomerates formed by several particles, original single-particles and singleparticles, and these were generated from broken agglomerates as shown
in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows the effect of humidity on the agglomeration rate
of particles. When RH was 0, no aqueous liquid bridging force was
acting on particles, and the agglomerates become slightly reconstructed
and broken-up with time. As the humidity ratio was increased, the increased liquid bridging force enhanced the agglomeration velocity.
When the relative humidity was very high, over 80%, the difference in
agglomeration velocity was reduced in different humidity.
Under a higher humidity, the ionization on the particle surfaces
enhances and increases the electrostatic interactions. To further identify the effect of atmospheric water on particle evolution, the increment
charging on particles due to water action was considered. Q1 denotes
particles of 200 nm size that carried four positive charges +4e and
particles of 100 nm size that carried one negative charge –1e, when RH
was 60%. Q2 denotes particles having charges of +5e and –2e under a
RH of 80%. Q3 denotes particles with charges of +6e and –3e under a
RH of 90%. The other parameters are consistent with the previous simulation. The particle number over time for particles with different
charges is shown in Fig. 8. When compared with Fig. 7, there are higher
charges on particles under 60% and 80% RH, with an obvious rise in the
agglomeration rates was shown. Electrostatic interactions would play
an important role in particle collision and agglomeration. Atmospheric

Mathematical equations

FG =

D3
6 p p

FF =

mp

FvdW =

f

1

Up

p

u

(Wei and Gu, 2015)
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2 wDp
3

g

1
4

( )
h
z0

8

( )
h
z0

2

,w=2 =

(Carron and Brawley, 2000)

FC =

3
4

FE = k e

A
16 z 02

Dp (Brilliantov et al., 2007)
q2
(Dp + h)2

(Wei and Gu, 2015)

Fliq = Dp Gf cos , Gf = 1

1+

2
humid Dp
16 h2

1/2

216vf kB T
2 D5 S2C
c
f p

(He and

(Maugis,

1987)

FB =

D3•f , f
6 p p B B

Ahmadi, 1999)

= Gi

S0
t

, S0 =

numerical robustness of the DEM simulation. To reduce computational
load, particles of 200 nm and 100 nm sizes were applied.
Particles of two sizes: 665 particles of 200 nm and 666 particles of
100 nm, were uniformly distributed in the three-dimensional (3D) domain. However, the particle number concentration was set higher than
that in real atmosphere, and this has no effect on this qualitative analysis. According to the foregoing experimental results, several typical
values of RH (mapping from humidity ratio) could be estimated. Other
parameters were set as follows: the particle density ρp as 1000 kg m−3,
the Young's modulus E as 0.1 GPa, the Poisson ratio ν as 0.5, the surface
energy γ as 0.08 J m−2, the gas density ρf as 1.2 kg m−3, the absolute
temperature T as 300 K, the kinematic viscosity νf as
1.48 × 10−5 m2 s−1, and the molecular mean free path λ as
1 × 10−7 m. Given that the severe haze would always occur in stable
weather, the gas velocity was set to zero. A finite difference method was
used to solve the DEM equations. The initial time step was set as
1 × 10−10 s, and the collision time was adjusted in the spring-sliderdashpot collision model according to the properties of particle-particle
pairs.

Fig. 4. Time series of the average charges on aerosol particles measured in Xi'an.
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Fig. 5. Particle positions at different times under 60% RH.

Fig. 6. Particle size distribution at (a) t = 1s, (b) t = 5s, (c) t = 10s and (d) t = 15s.

Fig. 7. Variation of particle numbers (NP) over time under four RH.
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Fig. 8. Variation of particle number (NP) of three charge amounts over time under different relative humidity.

was more than one. A strong relationship between the mass concentration of PM2.5 and the number of charges on particles implied that
the haze formation could partly be attributed to the variation of particles’ charging state, which might be related to meteorological conditions.
The results from the extended soft-sphere DEM simulation of the
evolution of wet particles illustrate an enhancement in the agglomeration rate of particles corresponding to the atmospheric humidity;
and due to the increased aqueous liquid bridging force. The higher
humidity (> 80%) would enhance the ionization on particle surface,
giving rise to higher electrostatic interactions. These interactions would
lead to agglomerations of large amounts of ultrafine particles and
consequently affect the size of agglomerated particles, and thus affect
the size distribution of PM in the atmosphere. Therefore, the dynamic
evolution of particles is actually and additionally, attributed to the
physical effects of aerosol particles in the atmosphere, together with
chemical effects on particle surfaces.

water content not only introduces an aqueous liquid bridging force, but
also increases electrostatic interactions. These interactions would lead
to agglomeration of large amounts of ultrafine particles and give rise to
larger mean diameter of aerosol particles. The rise in number concentration of particles in the size range from 0.1 to 1 μm would give rise
to haze with a reduced visibility in the atmosphere.
The numerical model shows the relationship between atmospheric
humidity and particle evolution and this would provide a useful tool
and reference for further research on haze formation. However, the
present experiment and simulation require a further improvement. In
the experiment of water absorbing capacity, large-size fine sand particles instead of aerosol fine particles were adopted. Using sand for the
experiment could provide a rough estimate of the correlation of relative
humidity with water absorption capacity of aerosol particles, but the
validity of this correlation remains to be proven. For the validity of the
numerical simulation, the simulating domain would need to be extended and more particles would be involved. Further improvement of
the model would need to consider various factors affecting the simulations requiring a higher capacity performance of a computer.
There have been a lot of research on the source analysis of aerosols
and chemical reactions of secondary aerosols (Chan and Yao, 2008;
Kota et al., 2018; Tie et al., 2017; Cao, 2014). However, the dynamic
evolution of aerosol particles (eg. collision, agglomeration and growth)
are actually due to the physical and chemical interactions of particles.
Further work might consider the effect of dynamic fluctuation in humidity on the abrupt rise of PM concentration. Besides, in view of the
importance of homogeneous/heterogeneous interactions on particle
surfaces, our future work will extend a kinetic multi-layer model to
study gas-particle interactions in aerosols that would include gas phase
diffusion, reversible adsorption, surface reactions, bulk diffusion and
reaction, condensation, evaporation and heat transfer.
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